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Table 1. Summary of Statistics

INTRODUCTION
Skin tattoos represent the long-held standard for surface alignment and
setup of breast cancer radiotherapy yet contribute to adverse cosmesis
and patient dissatisfaction. With the advent of contemporary surface
imaging technology, we evaluated setup accuracy, setup time, total inroom time, and dosimetry between “tattoo-less” and traditional tattoobased setup techniques.

METHOD
Patients receiving accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI) underwent
traditional tattoo-based setup, alternating daily with setup by AlignRT v5.1
(tattooless). Following initial setup, the position was verified by daily kV
imaging, with matching on surgical clips to represent ground truth.
Translational shifts prompted by kV imaging were ascertained as were
setup time and total in-room time. Delivered dosimetry was calculated
using the reverse isocenter shift technique. Statistical analysis was
performed using Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test.

RESULTS
The first 15 patients were analyzed. The statistics are summarized in Table
1. The mean absolute shifts were 0.30±0.28 cm, 0.24±0.22 cm, and
0.25±0.28 cm for the AlignRT-based setup in vertical, lateral, and
longitudinal direction, respectively. The mean absolute shifts using tattoobased setup were 0.40±0.35 cm, 0.36±0.41 cm, and 0.38±0.29 cm in
vertical, lateral, and longitudinal direction, respectively. The corresponding
median absolute shifts were 0.24 cm, 0.18 cm, and 0.14 cm for the
AlignRT-based setup and 0.30 cm, 0.24 cm, and 0.33 cm for the tattoobased setup. The mean and median magnitude shifts were 0.56±0.32 cm
and 0.50 cm for the AlignRT-based setup and 0.78±0.44 cm and 0.67 cm for
the tattoo-based setup, with AlignRT-based setup showing a much
narrower distribution (Graph 6). The AlignRT-based setup was at least
equivalent to the tattoo-based setup in terms of individual translational
shifts and was better than the tattoo-based setup in terms of shift
magnitude. Statistically significant difference was found in patient setup
time and total in-room time between the two techniques. The mean and
median total in-room times were 14.44±6.24 min and 14.00 min for the
AlignRT-based setup and 16.25±6.8 min and 15.00 min for the tattoo-based
setup. The mean and median setup times were 10.50±10.40 min and 8.15
min for the AlignRT-based setup and 11.45±6.13 min and 10.76 min for the
tattoo-based setup. AlignRT-based setup showed a narrower distribution in
setup time with fewer lengthy outliers as in the tattoo-based approach
(Graph 2). The setup time range for tattoos was 4.08-38.90 min versus
2.62-82.35 min for AlignRT.
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